Relecura forms strategic partnership with Pitch Scientific on
Patent Search Services
Relecura is a full-stack cognitive cloud platform that provides custom intelligence and reports
on patent portfolios, technologies and companies. It does this by capturing and organizing the
knowledge from various document repositories (patents, scientific literature) and subject
matter experts in a flexible and collaborative manner, into a knowledgebase. Relecura offers
IP analytics tools and a custom enterprise platform to corporations, law firms, IP services
firms, R&D organizations and academic institutions.
Pitch Scientific is a leading patent research and analytics company. They are a reliable and
trusted name in Intellectual Property Support Service industry for patent prior art search,
patent litigation search support, patent landscape analysis, competitive monitoring,
infringement detection and evidencing, market research and information analytics. Their
services expand across entire intellectual property life cycle.
Dr Arvind Viswanathan, CEO of Pitch Scientific says “In this era of Knowledge Economy, it
is not enough to know about one’s own intellectual property assets, but also equally important
to know about others IP also simultaneously. Only then can a business position its own
technology and assert its rights appropriately to maximize its profitability. Hence the need of
the hour is for a speedy way to search for existing patents, designs and trademarks in order to
take timely decisions. Pitch Scientific has the technical expertise and the experience to
conduct such searches and provide high quality reports that enables businesses to proceed
towards the next steps. Relecura provides a unique technology platform on which to perform
these searches. The uniqueness of the platform is its ability to be customized to Pitch
Scientific’s processes, which provides the framework for its speed and high quality. This
association will result in better delivery of high quality work products, wherein the work
products include not just standardized reports such as patentability, invalidity or FTO, but
also tailored reports for specific and distinct situations unique to each organization, whether it
is a law firm or a technology corporation.”

Dr. George Koomullil, Founder of Relecura Inc says, “With technology being a critical aspect
of a business, companies recognize the need to strategize their intellectual asset development for
gaining a competitive edge. The partnership between Pitch Scientific and Relecura brings
together the Pitch Scientific’s IP expertise with Relecura’s next-gen technology and technical
capabilities. This collaboration will better address the needs of the clients by providing quality
solutions and support. The partnership will synergize the effectiveness and efficiency of
specialized services in terms of spread, depth and delivery.”
About Relecura:
Relecura Inc is a software product company based in the San Francisco Bay Area, and its
subsidiary Relecura Technologies Pvt. Ltd. is located in Bangalore. The company’s full-stack
cognitive cloud platform aids in managing strategic decisions by drawing powerful insights
from patents and scientific literature using AI, ML and NLP. Relecura’s enterprise platform
integrates the discovery and analysis of public documents with internal company documents,
thus building a single knowledge base for organization-wide usage. Relecura has an API to
help create custom tools for IP and business intelligence. For more details visit
www.relecura.com.

About Pitch Scientific:
Pitch Scientific is a full service end-to-end providing IP research and analytics services
company, considered to be one of the fastest growing companies in India. Company have
been in this market from past 2 years and have grown rapidly since inception. Their abilities
include searching patents, industrial designs and trademarks for a wide variety of situations.
With a team of technically qualified experts having prior experience in the “real world”, their
specialty lies in patent searching. Coupled with market research team who work closely with
the patent search team, we provide an in-depth look at various upcoming technologies from a
variety of perspectives. This can range from “one-dimensional” simple reports to “multidimensional” IP and business intelligence. Thus clients obtain “never-before-seen” actionable
insights into the business and technology simultaneously. www.pitchscientific.com

